
Pool & Patio Screen
The complete solution
for your enclosure



Pool & Patio 
Long lasting & durable

ADFORS Pool & Patio Screen is a heavier screening fabric 
specifically designed for use in large areas such as pool 
enclosures, screened-in patios and porches. Pool & Patio 
Screen has a protective UV stable coating to ensure long 
lasting color and flexibility. The screen will not stretch or 
shrink and will maintain its physical properties even under 
extreme temperatures.

Features and Benefits 
• Stronger than standard fiberglass mesh
• Ideal for large openings and areas that need added 

strength
• Fiberglass screen will not rot, rust or corrode,even in 

salt air
• ADFORS screen is leading the industry by offering a 

complete line of ortho-phthalate free screen
Mesh: 18x14
100’ Rolls Widths: 36”, 48”, 60”, 72”, 84”, 90”, 96”,  
102”, 108” 
Color: Charcoal

Pool & Patio FAQ

What other materials are needed to install 
Pool & Patio Screen into my enclosure system?
You will need a spline tool and flat spline.

What diameters is flat spline available in?
Pool enclosure channels are standard within 
this system, but are unique to typical window 
channels. Flat spline is offered in one standard 
size to fit in almost any pool enclosure.

Will these same tools work for my porch 
enclosure?
You will still need a spline tool and spline, 
however, depending on the spline channel 
itself, you may require a round spline with a 
different diameter. We recommend .140” for 
normal channels, but .125”, .160”, .175”, .190”, 
and .220” are also available.

Can I use specialty screen in my enclosure?
Absolutely. The use of specialty screens will 
provide you with a customized enclosure that 
meets all your needs.

What makes ADFORS screen safer?
ADFORS Screen is ortho-phthalate free. 
We have also now achieved GREENGUARD 
[GOLD] certification on this product, which 
certifies that the product has low chemical 
emissions. 

Pool & Patio Screen Types
A screening product for every job

Sizes up to
108” wide



Pool & Patio Plus, a premium 
hybrid pool and patio product
Increased strength & protection 
without compromising visibility

P3 is a unique hybrid construction that is part polyester and 
part fiberglass which gives increased strength and protection 
while at the same time maintaining excellent outward 
visibility. The unique construction and composition makes it 
easier for contractors and installers to roll in. 

Features and benefits of P3 - Pool & Patio Plus Screen:
• Stronger than standard 18x14 screen
• More openness than heavy duty polyester products, 

allowing more light, airflow and reducing wind load on 
cages (51% vs 44%)

100’ Roll Widths: 36”, 48”, 60”, 72”, 84”, 96”, 108”
Color: Charcoal

P3: Pool & Patio Plus FAQ

What benefit does a hybrid screen product 
give?
P3 is manufactured with both fiberglass 

and polyester yarns, giving you the best 

characteristics both have to offer. This 

combination provides additional strength from 

the polyester yarns, while maintaining the 

visibility with the fiberglass yarns. Additionally, 

P3 is much easier to install compared to other 

heavy duty polyester products.

Is the P3 construction different from 
standard Pool & Patio Screen?
No, the construction for P3 remains 18x14. The 

hybrid construction keeps the screen thin for 

easy installation.

Do the hybrid polyester/fiberglass input 
fibers have an adverse reaction together 
when exposed to the elements?
No, after numerous state of the art weathering 

and durability testing, the combination of both 

fibers does not sag, shrink or exhibit abnormal 

behavior when installed properly and subject 

to normal environmental conditions.

What makes ADFORS screen safer?
Pool & Patio Plus (P3)  is ortho-phthalate free. 
We have also now achieved GREENGUARD 
[GOLD] certification on this product, which 
certifies that the product has low chemical 

emissions. 

Pool & Patio Premium Polyester
For the strongest, most durable pool 
cage screen 

The newest high performance pool and patio enclosure fabric 
that maintains its color, visual appearance, and structural 
integrity much longer than traditional fiberglass products. 
Produced with a denser construction, P4 still allows considerable 
light and air flow transmittance. Compared to other polyester 
products, P4 has a slightly thinner profile, offering a better 
handling and installation experience. 

Features and benefits of P4: Pool & Patio Premium Polyester:
• Significantly stronger than traditional 18 x 14 fiberglass screen
• Heavy duty polyester construction provides durability  

and longevity
• Ortho-phthalate free, environment friendly coating
Mesh: 17x20 & 17x14
100’ Roll Widths: 36”, 48”, 60”, 72”, 78”, 84”, 90”, 96”, 102”, 

108”, 114”, 120”
Color: Charcoal

P4: Pool & Patio Premium 
Polyester FAQ

Why should I choose P4 Screen?
P4: Pool & Patio Premium Polyester Screen, the 
premier pool and patio cage screen is a long-
lasting product that can withstand debris, animals, 
children, and the harmful effects of the sun  
and elements, ensuring a long lasting screen 
enclosure.

How is P4 different from other polyester 
products?
P4 has a slightly thinner profile, offering a better 
handling and installation experience. Third party 
lab testing concluded P4 has the highest burst 
points than any other product on the market.

What makes ADFORS screen safer?
Pool & Patio Premium Polyester (P4)  is 
ortho-phthalate free. We have maintained 
the same great aesthetics, properties  
and processability that our screen has  
always had.



Glass Screen
Keep grass and debris out
A fiberglass screen that is laminated for use on the bottom part of an enclosure. It 
is normally used from the chair rail to pool and patio deck.
Features and Benefits
• Laminated to keep out grass clippings and bugs
• Provides increased privacy 
100’ Rolls Widths: 36”, 72”
Color: Charcoal 

Pet Resistant
Resists damage from household pets
Designed to resist damage from animal claws, Pet Resistant Screen is much heavier 
than traditional screening. Pet Resistant Screen is a smart solution for those who 
repeatedly have to replace screens. Our Pet Resistant Screen is the only one on 
the market that includes a coating to make it flame resistant by passing the ASTM 
requirements D3656 and D6413. 
Visit www.adfors.com to see the flame tests completed using ISO11925-2 testing 
standards.
Features and Benefits 
• Heavy duty polyester screen prevents tears and damage
• Ideal for areas where pets or children push against the screening
• Durable, yet still allows for excellent outward visibility and airflow
100’ Rolls Widths: 36”, 48”, 60”, 72”, 84”
Color: Charcoal

Sun Guard
Control the damaging effects from the sun
Sun Guard can help to control the damaging effects of the sun. While filtering light 
and heat from the exterior, the unique weave used in Sun Guard is also specifically 
designed for better visibility and without distortion from the interior. Sun Guard is 
available in 2 different styles – Sun Guard 85 and Sun Guard 90. 
Each style is tested for sun control using the ASTM D4028 standard. 
Features and Benefits 
• Extremely tight fiberglass weave for greater protection from sun and insects
• Light filtering for greater heat reduction and less glare
• Long-lasting, attractive exterior appearance while providing increased  
 interior privacy 
100’ Rolls Widths: 36”, 48”, 60”, 72”, 84”, 96”
Color: Charcoal

Small Insect
Enjoy the outdoors without the bugs
An ideal screen for protection against no-see-ums, gnats, sand flies and other tiny 
irritating insects. As a premium screen product, Small Insect Screen is tested using 
ASTM D3656 standards.
Features and Benefits 
• Thicker yarn and tighter weave provides greater insect protection than  
 standard screen
• Ideal for low marshy, coastal and wooded areas
100’ Rolls Widths: 36”, 48”, 60”, 72”, 96”, 108”
Color: Charcoal 

Customize your enclosure



Enjoy the outdoors with Saint-Gobain ADFORS premium Pool & Patio 
Screen, or customize your enclosure with a combination of specialty screen 
to achieve the ideal solution for your pool or patio.

ADFORS is leading the industry by making our full line of fiberglass and 
polyester screens ortho-phthalate free, ahead of industry standards.
  



Customers are asking for custom screening solutions

Based on numerous focus groups we’ve conducted, ADFORS understands that homeowners prefer to use specialty 

screening. Mix and match Saint-Gobain ADFORS specialty screening to create the enclosure best suited for a customer’s 

unique needs. Use Pet Resistant screen along the bottom to keep tears at bay, or solar along the top to protect furniture 

from fading. There are numerous ways to combine our specialty screening to deliver the ideal custom solution to  

each customer. 

Download our Enclosure Enhancer app on the Google Play or the Apple App Store or visit adfors.com to access 

the web version. Enclosure Enhancer allows you to virtually view the world through a selection of screens through 

the Screen Visualizer or Customize Your Enclosure which allows you to mix and match specialty screen for a virtual 

custom enclosure suited to your functional needs.

Download the Enclosure Enhancer app 
on Google Play or the Apple App Store

Follow us on: 

SAINT-GOBAIN ADFORS 
America, Inc.

1795 Baseline Road
Grand Island, NY 14072 - USA

Phone: 800-762-6694
Fax: 716-775-3902
www.adfors.com 1909  05/19


